Garmin G500 TXi Retrofit Upgrade
Wisconsin Aviation’s Customized Upgrade Packages
Platinum Upgrade

$109,995**

Dual 10.6" G500 TXi flight deck system, GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo, GFC 500 2-axis with yaw
damper autopilot system
All the benefits of the Silver upgrade package and the dual 10.6” displays with the reliability of Garmin’s GFC500 autopilot system coupled with the GI-275 standby indicator. This replaces your old, tired servos with top-ofthe-line replacement servos and provides digital communication for unbelievably smooth maneuvers.

Gold Upgrade

$84,995**

Dual 10.6" G500 TXi flight deck system, GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo
All the benefits of the Bronze upgrade package with the addition of dual G500 TXi displays to replace Avidyne
PFD/MFD EX5000 display system with synthetic vision. This includes a new instrument panel that can be
powder-coated with screen printing or a custom overlay.

Silver Upgrade

$66,395*

GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo with GFC 500 3-axis autopilot
All the benefits of the Bronze upgrade package with the addition of the GFC-500 digital autopilot and a GI-275
to be installed as the controller for the GFC-500 and standby instrumentation. This includes the removal of the
existing S-TEC autopilot system.

Bronze Upgrade

$43,495*

GTN 750Xi/GTN 650Xi combo
Includes remotely mounted GTX-345R, GMA-35C, and Flight Stream 510. This package will remove your
Garmin GNS 430s, Garmin GTX327 transponder, and your old audio panel and replace them with a new
Garmin GTN 750Xi, GTN 650Xi, remote GTX345R ADS-B In/Out digital transponder, and remote GMA 35C
stereo audio panel.

Smooth Air Upgrade

2 axis: $22,895

2 axis with yaw damper: $25,495

GFC 500 autopilot system coupled with the GI 275 standby indicator
This replaces your old, tired servos with top-of-the-line replacement servos and provides digital communication
for unbelievably smooth maneuvers.

* Pricing assumes Cirrus has WAAS capability.
** Pricing assumes Cirrus has WAAS capability. Pricing will vary with requirements or choices of additional equipment,
panel options, and enablement features.

Contact us today for a no-obligation price quotation!

608-268-5006
Avionics@WisAv.com

